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(Roll AP008: LT 2310)
Tadashi Yoshida (Japan) speaking.
G. Salvatori (Italy) speaking.
Unidentified delegate (US) reading paper by H. Posen.
Unidentified delegate (Japan) speaking.
Unidentified delegate (Federal Republic of Germany) speaking.
Unidentified delegate (France) speaking in French.

(Roll AP009: LT 2311)
Jean D'Arcy, Director, Radio and Visual Services, OPI, speaking in French.
AG. Massevich (USSR) speaking in Russian and English (Interview)
(Roll APO07:LT 2309)
D.C. Rose (Canada) speaking.
G.I. Petrov (USSR) speaking in Russian.
Representative of ITU speaking in French.
(Roll APO08:LT 2312)
Joseph Charyk (US) speaking.
Unidentified delegate (US) speaking.
Representative of W.M.C. speaking.